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Week beginning Sunday 29th September 
 

Our Year 2 Learning Pathway 

Dear Parents,  
 

It was great to see so many of you at our Open Morning and we 
hope you enjoyed sharing some of the children’s learning with 
them.  
 

Please also accept our invitation to attend a FS & KS1 (Nursery, FS2, 
Y1 and Y2) Parent Information Sharing Evening in the school 
auditorium on Monday 30th September 2019 at 5:30pm. 
 

Please be reminded that the school hours are 7:35am to 2:30pm so please try to be on time each morning 
and afternoon. 
 

Just a reminder that: 
Home learning is sent out at the start of each week. Please return the homework book the following 
Sunday. (Home learning is NOT compulsory).  

✔ Please ensure you spend at least 15mins per day reading with your child. Ask them questions to 
check their understanding of the texts and encourage them to ask questions too. 

✔ Please make sure your child is in correct uniform and every item is labelled with their name and 
class on it.  

✔ Spelling/Phonics lessons have started – please note that the children will get their new word lists 
on Thursday and they will be tested the following Wednesday. 
 

 

PATHS 

English 
Language 

● We will retell the story of Lighthouse Keeper’s lunch and have a focus on capital 
letters for names, places and beginning of sentences. As well as, full stops and 
adjectives.  

● We will look at what a character description is and use our previous lessons to 
create our own character description of Mr Grinling.  

Maths 

● We will continue our look into tens and ones by using the part-whole model  
● We will also look at place value grids  
● We will begin to compare and order 2-digit numbers  

Other 
Subjects 

● We shall continue our 5-a-day journey by looking at the Eatwell plate, what it is, 
how it works and how it helps us with our food choices.  

 
Please visit our school website www.aaess.org  to access information regarding school events, the 
school calendar, the parent’s handbook and various other AAESS information.  Check and sign your 
child’s communication book every day. Any messages from school will be in there. 
 
Have a great week! 
With kind regards,  
Year 2 Team 

 

http://www.aaess.org/
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Home learning this week  
 

English 
 

Practise your spelling words and spelling sentences. 

Complete the following in your homework books:  

Punctuate these sentences: 

(remember ALL the words that need a capital letter…) 
 

we went to the cinema last night 

he ate too many cakes 

they all went to pitos’s birthday party on friday 

khalifa is from the uae but has lived in singapore 
 

- now up-level each sentence 

- try to include some adjectives 

- maybe add some extra information to expand the sentence 

- use your neatest handwriting 
 

Maths   
 

Real-life Maths problem solving: 
 

Mohammed goes to LuLu to buy some cupcakes for his birthday. They sell them in boxes of TEN or 
individually (in ONES). He needs to buy for thirty-four children.  
 

How many boxes of TEN could he buy? How many individual cupcakes could he buy? 
 
 

If Mohammed only bought 2 boxes of TEN, how many individual cupcakes would he then have to buy? 
 

 
Alyazia and Rana have 23 bananas in total. Rana has one more than Alyazia. How many bananas does 
Alyazia have? 
 

 
Revan bakes 56 cakes with his mum. They eat 7 of them and sell 20 of them to Pitos’s mum. How many 
cakes are left? 

 
 
Practical Activity: 
 
Have a look around your house. Can you draw (or take a photograph of) 3 things that you 
NEED to have and 3 things that are just something that you WANT to have. 
 
Challenge: explain what might happen if you did not have each thing… 


